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Implications of Trends in Soviet Intercontinental Offensive Forces 

4. Judging by developments under \vay or foreseenble in the near 

term, the early-to-mid-1980s \vill be a period in \vhich Soviet 

intercontinental offensive capabilities are further improved relative to 
those of the \Vest. Substantial increases in our estimates of Soviet 

countersllo capabilities and :\liR V deployments over the next few 

years, combined with some slippages in US programs, le:.1d us to 

believe that this period will o.rrive sooner and bst longer than 

previously anticipated. Beginning around the mid·l980s, if Soviet 
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prog .1s _proceed in accord~H1Ce with .tr best estirnates and US 
programs go forward \vithout further s1ip~o.ges .. US weapon systems 

becorning operationJ.l are likely to bring a new rise in US 
intercontinental offensive pov.-er along \vith continuing Soviet 
advances. 

5. To assist in interpreting the implications of Soviet interconti

nental offensive forces over the next 10 years, \Ve compare them in the 
accompanying charts \vith projected US forces. The. primary purpose 

of these comparisons is to display in graphic form soine of the factors 
\Vhich may affect: the viability and stability of the US deterrent; the 
USSR's evaluation of its comparative intercontinental offensive 

capabilities and vulnerabilities; and perceptions of relative po,ver in 
the United States, the USSR, and elsewhere. 

-The future Soviet forces are intelligence projections, \vhereas 
the future US forces are based on Department of Defense 
projections. The projections assume adherence by both sides, 
through 1988, to the provisions of an agreement along the lines 

. now being negotiated at the . strategic arms limitation talks 
(SALT). The projections of Soviet forces represent our best 
estimates of Soviet deployments and technological progress 
under a SALT II agreement. 

- The forces compared consist of ICBM launchers and their 
missiles, SLBM launchers and their missiles, and heavy bombers 
carrying bombs, SRAJvls (short-range attack missiles), or 
ALC~1s. The con1parison of delivery vehicles includes all 
SALT-accountable systems except for about 200 B-52 aircraft 
that are in storage and not operational. Systems off line for 
overhaul or conversion are included in the number of 2elivery 

vehicles but are excluded from the comparisons of numbers of 
\veapons and equivalent _megatons. 

-The comparisons also exclude a number of options each side 
could exercise to alter the striking po~,rer or survivability of its 

intercontinental forces. Options not illustrated on the US side, 
for example, include the deployment of ICB1'v1s in a mobile 
basing configuration and the introduction of the 'tv1-X ICB~1 or 
a system \vith comparable capabilities. 
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Indexes of Sovk _ .Jnd US Forces for 
Intercontinental Att~cx, 1953-83 

Soviet rio od SAL Force; US SALT-Lrmit~d Force 

('b)(1 ),(b)(3):42 USC §2168(a) (1)(C)-(FRD} 

Ch.ar. 1 

The figures to r tou t del ivery "~nicl~s i ncl~d~ ICBM lau nch ::! rs opera~;onal, in COM~rsi'>n . o r under construction; Sl8M 
lau,,(:h~rs cper:1tional, under conversion, in shipyard overhaul, or on sea trials; and op~ra!ional long·range bombers. The 
figw,!S c!o not indude St.3M Jaunch~rs on SS81'Is which ha.ve not yet begun se.'! tr:als or land·mobile ICBM laun~hers 

prod1Jced but not il"! units. Also e~cluded trom the Soviet figures are Backfire aircr;tft, IC3~.t launchers belt~ved to b~ 

op~: r;~tional at Tyur~ram, Bear ;J.trcraft in n~ ·~al aviation and reconn<~issancd units, Bison tanx~rs, and the launchers aboard
G·ci~ss submarines. F3·1 1 1s and mothball~d 8-52s are not included in US totals. 

,.h~ figures for t!-!~ online measures exclude ICB~t silo l<lunchers under cons!rt.t£t~~Of'-COAYersi.oA- ~nd.SL8~llauachars 
on SS3Ns undergc;;ng sea tri.ils, con ... :or5ion, or shipjard overhaul. 

IAissile payloaC3 compos.:.d of M~Vs (which are not incep~ndentfy targetabla} are counted as on~ RV. 
'"he accuracy chart does not include the M-X or a comparable system . 

..-...s_er_t 
Fo : _,;; Reso:·cc.~ & B"ta 
~·s;c,t 1.., oa 
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6. Chart 1 shows how Soviet and US intercontinent3.l offensive 
force! 'mp::ned in the past 10 years and :~ projt"cted to comp:ue in 
the corning 10 years, using four indexes of qu:tntity and quality to 
illustrate the trends·. 

- The graphs show that, over the past decade, the Soviets have 
moved from a position of inferiority in each of these indexes to 
a present position in which they lead in delivery vehicles and 
online equivalent megatons, but are still inferior in total 
numbers of online weapons and average accuracy of ~1IRVed 
ICB~v1s. 

- \Vith respect to the future, the upper left-hand graph shows 
that SALT II 'vould 'require a reduction in Soviet delivery· 
vehic1es and bring about a more nearly equal situation in this 
index. 

-The lower left-hand graph sho\vs that the substantial Soviet lead 
in online equivalent megatons \viii increase as the USSR 

· continues to deploy 'veapon.s. \vith relatively large yields. 

-The ]o,ver right-hand graph illustrates the effects of the 
anticipated Soviet deployment of ~\HR Ved lCB?vis vvith irn
proved accuracies. (The accuracies of individual Soviet ICB?\-1 
systems are shown in figure 2 of part B.) The current US 
defense program does not include further accuracy improve-· 
ments for present types of ICB:\·ls. 

-The up.oer right-hand graph, comparing total online \veapons in 
intercontinental forces, sho\vS ho\v Soviet ~IIRV deployments, 
which began about five years later than those of the United 
States, are substantially increasing total Soviet \veapons for 
intercontinental attack. In this index, the United States remains 
about at its current level until Trident and especially ALC~l 
programs are under ·way. This Estimate is the first in 'vhich we 
have forecast even temporary Soviet equality in this index at 
any time during the ensuing 10 years under a SALT II 
agreement. 

-The upper right-hand graph also shov.ts that, in the middle -and 
late 1980s, both sides are likely to advance in total numbers of 
online \veapons in intercontinentoJ forces. In the mid-19SOs and 
after, the US advance is likely to be somewhat faster than that 
of the USSR because of the programed large-scale US 
deployment of ALC~1s. 
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Theoretical Destructive PotenUal o-1 So,viet and US Forces for 
Intercontinental Attac~, 19Sa- ss 
Soviet Mod SAL Force; US SALT- Limited Force 
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•. '-'u .. a L - ~...vuluJJH:·::, nurnuers OI Ol!ttnt: \\T~pons and tht' ridds, 
ace:· · .. aci~s, and reli~bilities of weapons· J their dc-livtry \ 'ef1icles into 
sim,_.1fiecl nH:asures of the total theoretical dc:structivt- pc)t~ntiaJ of 
intercontinental striking forces . For purposes of n1eJ.)il! ~~r11:-ni. 2.nd 
c:on1parison, we assume .in ench case that every online we;!pon i!l th~ 
intercontinental forces of both sides is to be used for one or the other 
of two generic applications: lethal area potential assumes exclusive use 

of all weapons to destroy soft are::a targets; hard-target potential 
assumes exclusive use to destroy hard point targets. For a common 
base of comparison, the damage criterion for soft targets is set at a 
level sufficient to destroy a reinforced concrete building, while for 
hard targets it is set at a level sufficient to destroy a reprc-s~nt2 tive 
hard missile silo. 

-It should be noted that the graplts in chart 2. display rough 
measures of prelaunch potential against notional targets of 
purely nominal hardness. They do not reflect real-world 
econoinic or military target sets, targeting plans, or operational 
attributes of \veapon systems \vhich would affect their utility in 
intercontinental \varfare. · 

-The left-hand graph shows that the USSR ·s program to deploy 

~1IRV \varheads of relatively high yie1d 'vill cause its lead in 
. lethal area potential to increase. The absolute potentials of both 

sides are very b.rge, ho\vev·er. f 

(b)(1) 

-The right-hand graph shows that the USSR's progr~rn to deploy 
MIRVed ICBMs \vith improved accuracies and reb.tively high 
yield \varheads \vill cause Soviet hard-target potential to mate :: 
and slightly surpass that of the United States beginning in about 
1980. At that time each side will have the theoretical potential 
to destroy some 2,000 hard targets. These theoretical potentials 
\vill more than double by 1988. During this period, there will 
be m a ny m or e hardened targets in the USSR than in the United 
States: in the USSR, some 1,400 to 1,600 hard ICB~1 silos and 
launch control centers plus hundreds of bunkers of varying 
Jesser hardnesses; in the United States, 

(b)(1) 
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CountersiJo c~r'abiiities of Soviet ICB,i1Sf 1978-83 
(b)(1) 
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\\·laic'"' make up that portion of the Sov· force best suited to a first 

strik'- Jg:ainst L~st-reaction opposing forces. This consider;!tion \\'ou1d 
be of particular importance to the Soviets" as ~~.s srneflts of the 
capabilities of their intercontinental offensive forces, because their 
n1ilitary doctrine stresses. countermilitary targeting to contribute to 
dam3ge-limiting objecth.·es. The chart also illustrates the vulnerabilitr 
of Soviet ICB~\1 silos to a first strike by US 1CB~1s of programed types 
(that is, excluding ;\1-X or a system with comparable hard-target 
capabilities). The Soviets' heavy dependence on silo-based ICB\1s 
\vould m.1ke them especially mindful of the survivability of these 
\veapons. 

-The top two graphs sho\v the increasing vulnerability of US 
lv!inuteman silos caused by Soviet deployment of accurnte 
l\1IRVed ICB~·1s. For these calculations, 've use a severe damage 
criterion, \vhich \ve assume is the conceptual equivalent of \\·hat 
a prudent Soviet planner 'vould use in evaluating his own 
capabiH.ty. 

(b)(1) 

- With respect to the graphs on Soviet silo survivability, it should 
be noted that our estimates of. Soviet silo hardness are subject to 
considerable uncertainty. F urther, \ve have no basis for 
estimating total system hardness, which is the criterion the 
Soviets \vould use. The continued testing of silo hardness, and a 
current program to modify even their ne·west silos and launch 
control centers, indicate that the Soviets are still seeking to 
improve their ICBM system survivability. 
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Sovjet and US Resld uat Forces: lethal Area Pote nfaJ, 1978-36 Cnart 4 

(b)(1) 
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9. \l-r.arts 4 and 5 disp}oy trends in tl~·· destructivt' pott'ntial of. 
interCOL .1ental striking forces remaining ~- .. er hypothttic~d counter
force ;:1ttacks by the 1CI3\ls of one side on the other. This is another 
simplified measure of some of the factors relevant to strale·gic 
capabilities, to perceptions ·about tbem, and to deterrence. (For a 
divergent viev.· about the utility of this t';..-pe of measure, see par<:l~raph 
13.) The calculations assume that the attacking side employs only 
ICB~1s and strikes only at the retaliatory forces and bases of the other 
side. Clearly these are arbitrary limitations which neHher side \vould 
likely follo'v in practice) although bombers and SLB~Is are Jess useful 
than ICB'tv1s for first-strike counterforce attacks against fast-reaction 
enemy forces. Using these assumptions, \Ve make subtr3ctions of hvo 

kinds from prelaunch potentials in order to show \vhat \ve call residual 
forces. 

-For the attacking side) residual forces are those ICB;\ls not used 
in the hypothetical counterforce attack plus all those SLB\1s and 
bomber \veapons that could be generated. Thus, for the attacker, 
the residuals are those forces n vaila ble for other missions, either 
at the time of the first strike or later. 

-For the side attacked, residual forces are those available for 
retaliation-that is, ICB~1s calculated to survive hypothetical 
countersilo strikes plus bombers on alert and SLB.\'ls at sea. The 
calculations assume th::tt ICB~1s ride out the attack \vitl1out being 
launched from under attack,. and assume that alerted bombers 
and at-sea SLB1vts are not vulnerable to first strikes. 

-Alternative first-strike conditions are examined: surprise attacks, 
in which the forces of the attacking side are· in a generated 
posture but those of the side attacked are on day-to-day a!ert; 
and preemptive attacks, in which the forces of both sides are in a 
generated posture. The former is a \vorst case assumption for the 
side attacked. The latter corresponds conceptually to the 
conditions the Soviets believe most likely. Soviet military 
doctrine anticipates that intercontinental warfare \vou1d likely 
arise out of a crisis or theater conflict, although it does not rule 
out the possibility of surprise attacks. 

10. Charts 4 and 5 sho'v that Soviet residual potentials \vill tend to 
grow throughout the next 10 year.s, whereas those of the United States 
,vill remain fairly constant until about the mid-19SOs and then increase. 
Note\vorthy specifics. are: 

-In lethal area potential, shown in chart 4, the Soviet residual 
\vould far exceed that of the United States throughout the 1980s 
if the USSR struck first. The t\vo sides \votdd be about equal if 
the US struck first \vith surprise until about the mid-1980s, after 
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So'liet <3nd US Residual rbrces: Hard-Target Potenti~l, 1973-83 
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\\. h the Scn·iet rt-siduals would L 'he lar~er. The So\'iet 
restdual potenti~l ,,·auld exceed th:1t or the Unit~d States if the . 
United St:des struck first pr~tmptive1 y . 

-In hard-target potential, shown in chJrt 5, fairly steady increases 
in Soviet residuals \\·ould improve the USSR ·s relative position 
considerab1y in th e early 1980s, after which l.JS advances \vonld 
tend to parallel continued Sovie t gains if the v~:sn struck first 
and Soviet ·a ins if the United St~tes struck 

(b)(1) 

-In absolute terms, however, the residual potentials of both sides 
a re already substantial and \vill rem.ain so. In aU circumstances of 
attack, each side \vould have residual capabilities sufficient to 
inflict massive urban and industrial damage on the othc:r. Even 
in the early 1980s./ 

(b)(1) 

j Soviet residual lethal area paten ti~d w ou1d 
~--------------~ 

grow from more than half the total US urban a.rea toda:v to about 
a third more than that ar : :1 by the late 1980s. It should be noted 
that this analysis uses a very stringent damage criterion-suffi
cient to destroy a reinforced concrete building. 

- Fina11y, a comparison of the surprise and preemptive attack 
cases disp1ayed in charts _ 4 and 5 shows-as \You!d be 
exr>e~_·'.·c.d-that both the relative and absolute residual potenti.a!s 
of the side attacked \\'Ou1d be improved in the preemptive cases 
because in these cases ,,...e assume that its forces had been aJerted 
~rior to the attack. J 

(b)(1) 

11. Chart 6 illustrates the marked and growing asymmetries in the 
composition of Soviet and US intercontinental offensive forces, using 
residual potentials after hypothetical surprise attacks as the example. 

-The left-hand graphs display the continuing heavy Soviet 
dependence on silo-based ICBr-...1s. Soviet SLB:.·! RVs, \vhile 
increasing in numbers, add very little to residual lethal area and 
hard-target potentials because of their relatively low yields and 
poor accuracies. In this ca1cu1ation, bombers make no contribu
tion to Soviet residual potentials because the USSR keeps no 
bombers on alert-hence, '\\'e assume that none 'vou!d survive a 
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Composition of Soviet and US Residu31 Potentiais 
Following Surprise Attack, 1973-83 

By IC.BM~ of' US SALT-limited Force: 
Against Soviet Mod SAL Force 
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By lCBMs of S.ovi~t r.~od S!.L Force 

Aga~nst US SALT-Limi~ed Force 

Chart 6 
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. CS surpris~ attack. Bec~use virtu~.dl y a II of the USSR ·s rt:sidu~d 
1 :.ntial would be in ICo\is ha\· in~ ·tort flight times, strikes 

agai11st the Uni~ed States br Soviet residual forces could arrive 
prornpt}y. 

-The right-hand graphs illustrate that the US force mix is more 
balanced at present, but that silo-based ICB.\1s \vould be reduced 
to only a negligible fraction of residual potentials in the future. 
The projected increases in the US residual potentials in the 
middle and late 1980s are caused by US dep]oyrnent of Trident 
SSBNs and especially ALC~1s. 

-Increasing US dependence on aerodyn~mic vehicles (bombs~ 
SRA~1s, and ALCMs) is il1ustrated by their gro\vth as a 
proportion of US residual potentials. I 

(b)(1) 

12. The results displayed in this Estimate are not to be taken as 
indicators of the results which might occur in \var. Clearly, just the 
technique of allocating all residual forces against either hard or soft 
targets of nominal hardness before comparing the~ fundarnentally 
divorces these analyses from the \vorld of reality. Instead, the technique 
is intended only to display the general characteristics and qualities of . 
the forces in comparable terms, and to il1ustrate trends in the tw·o forces 
over the period of the next decade. Specifically, the ca1cub.tions seek to: 

-Compare gross capabilities against hard or soft targets in 
comparable situations in order to display v:hether one force or 
the other has more of an accent toward hard or soft target 
capability. 

- Compare the relative capabilities of the t:wo forces to absorb a 
first strike, by displaying how · rnuch retJ.liatofy potential would 
survive on the side attacked (a factor which a side contemplating 
a Hrst strike would have to consider along \vith it.s ov1n remaining 
potential). 

- Display the relative reliance of each \veapons mix upon one type 

of weapon or another. 
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